MS 481.76                        Southern Germany, s. XII

Isidore, Synonyma

ff. 1-2                  //fontes lacrimarum. ubi ... non ingruit//

Isidore, Synonyma, I.58-68; PL 83.840-43. The first line and half of the second
are obscured from the fragment's use in a binding.

Parchment (badly rubbed and stained). 2 folios (1 bifolium). 252 x 180 (written space 195 x
130 mm). 1 column. 23 lines. Dry-point ruling; single vertical bounding lines. Prickings
preserved in outer margins.

Written in late Caroline minuscule. 1-line initials in brown square capitals (with uncial
M) highlighted with red are written on the vertical bounding line. Other 1-line initials are in
brown rustic capitals and are not set apart from the text. Rubrics are written in red minuscule.
Punctuation consists of the punctus, punctus elevatus and punctus interrogativus.

The bifolium was used as a wrapper for a volume measuring ca. 205 x 145 mm; two sets
of leather ties are still present. "Decreta sacerdot[um] 14" is written on the spine. An
unidentified notation "S 87" is in a different hand.

Zinniker 143.